The self centering grasping mechanisms aim to improve the positioning accuracy of the object movement. The paper presents the FEM method applied to such mechanism using compliant joints with elastic properties. We have studied the tensions and displacements for the three dimensional model and the experimental results achieved the goal of our work.
Introduction
Grasping mechanisms are used as final subassembly component of the robot system having the role of complete the positioning during the manufacturing process. When the assembly stage of such a process should attend required values for technical parameters, especially considering here the positioning accuracy, the design should be done very carefully.
A better solution was found by using elastic joints between elements and this was the way for succeeding to gain linear and angular displacements inside a range of 0.1 mm. Moreover, we may avoid the influence of friction forces and gap inside the classic joints. But we should pay attention for the material structure used, because the elastic properties are different. By modifying the crosssection for a greater value of elasticity, we insert domains where tensions are the highest and the structure could be broken. Another critical assessment referred to the geometrical characteristics of joint axes. Due to the elasticity and internal structure of material, there are moving axis and fixed axis for the same joint and this fact should be taken into account into the mathematical model. Meantime, the joint is rigid along some axes and it has compliance for another one.
There are some mathematical models for computing such compliant mechanisms, starting with classical equations of Castigliano and finishing with Finite Element Method (FEM). It is obvious that the last one is the best, but because of the software used there are many supplementary conditions to be taken into account as well as the very accurate three dimensional model. The paper [1] and the Ph.D. thesis [2] present some compliant grippers with piezoelectric actuators, whose positioning accuracy is about 0.5 mm for very complex structure grippers. This paper concern with the CAD method for a self-centring compliant gripper used for high positioning accuracy applied to the manufacturing process of electronic components. At first, the synthesis was done with classical methods, so that the length of elements was established [3] . We have used the FEM method for computing the assembly as a whole including some distinct parts. The tension and displacement results show the influence of each part over the next one and the critical cross-sections too. Finally, the control algorithm should be applied for improving the positioning accuracy.
Technical approach
There are some different kinematic schemes for self-centring grasping mechanisms [4] , which use translational or rotational actuators. We have chosen the kinematic scheme with plane active surfaces because of the advantages specified above. At first, we have replaced the classical rotational joints with compliant joints by using some elastic elements. We have made the three dimensional model of such joint using CATIA V5R17 software (Fig. 1.) The finger active surface must have a very well determined mathematic shape, whose contour influences the object position inside the finger space. The fingers with plane parallel movement and plane active surface are the most suitable for our purpose, so that an easier manufacturing process is required, but their kinematic structure is more complex.
We have considered the most important dimensional condition the angular value between two adjacent elements and this value is very well known from the kinematic synthesis. Taking into account the angular movements is inside a not very wide range, it will be assured only by elasticity. The 3D model is given in Fig. 1 with the angular value of 63 0 . Fig. 1 . The three dimensional model of the compliant join.
A linear distributed force is applied on this model, as we may see in Fig. 1 ., and doing the imposition of constraints we have studied the static analysis with CATIA V5R17. We have allowed the displacement along one axis between the two parts and the grounded constraints along the other two axes, because of theoretical behaviour of a compliant joint [2] . The force has only the component acting on Z axis and its value was about 2.5 N. We have to mention that this study has been done for an assembly with imposed constraints and the influence on each part should be considered. The computation method is based on Castigliano equations for energy, linear and angular displacements. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 present the computation results for tension and displacement. We may set the maximum value for Von Misses at σ=5e+06 N/m 2 depending on the material structure and the critical area could be observed. We infer the zone nearby the narrow cross-section points out some complex effects over the entire joint.
Starting from the results above, we have applied this elastic joint for the three-dimensional selfcentring gripper with the element lengths and angular dimension taken from the synthesis conditions [4] . Thus the three dimensional model of the gripper is shown in Fig. 4 . The static analysis case results are shown in Fig. 5 . and it could be observed greater values of tension and displacement nearby the contact between the object and the active surfaces of the fingers. The maximum displacement value is about 0.28 mm when a force about 2.5 N is acting on the active finger surface following the normal direction.
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Experimental Setup
We have done the experimental research considering the experimental model presented in Fig. 6 . The elastic joints were manufactured using the laser welding process, so a great angular accuracy is achieved for each joint. The influence of this weld over the material properties have been studied too [3] . The Fig. 7 presents the measuring results of the force acting over the active surface of the gripper using the IMADA force/couple transducer with an accuracy of about ±2%. The force value is approximated to vary inside a range of about F=2N increasing with an amount of 0.1 N during the experiment. We have used the same conditions for restraints as we have specified in the three dimensional model using CATIA V5R16. The transducer has recorded the displacement value for the specified element of the gripper and there are given in Tabel. 1. We concluded that the experimental research approves the theoretical results of the three dimensional model using the static case conditions. As future researches we aim to study the influence of joint cross-section with a specified sketch profile by replacing the rectangle, which we have used now, with the spline curve profile. We expect better results regarding the element elasticity. The influence of material properties of the laser welding should be studied too, because of the influence over the joint behaviour. Finally, the dynamic study will improve the performances.
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Manufacturing Engineering and Process II The method design that the paper concern with could be applied for self-centring grasping mechanisms which use compliant joints. We have computed the tensions and displacements using the three-dimensional model based on Castigliano mathematical equations. For increasing the manufacturing accuracy of the experimental model we have used the laser welding, taking into account the material properties. We have made the experimental researches for the displacement as a force acting function.
Conclusions

